June 26-29

SELECT
Select Global Women in Tech (SGWIT) is
dedicated to connecting international female
founders of early-stage and startup tech
companies to resources needed to successfully
bring their product or service to the U.S. market.

Access unique opportunities at the
2022 SelectUSA Investment Summit:
Learn from experts

GLOBAL WOMEN
2022 SGWIT Mentorship Network
Female founders of high-growth
international tech companies that are less
than 10 years old, with up to $10 million in
revenue, and up 40 employees are invited to
apply to participate in the SGWIT
Mentorship Network as part of their
application for the 2022 SelectUSA
Investment Summit (June 26-29, 2022).

SIGN-UP to take the next step

Sessions on emerging trends and opportunities in tech, startup ecosystems
across the U.S., and important investment topics,

Exhibit your product or
service to investors

Create and develop your own SelectUSA Tech booth, and more.

Attend tailored workshops
Attend invitation-only
networking opportunities

Hear discussions on startup fundraising and ﬁnancing, site
selection, scaling your startup,
Networking with other SGWIT participants and hear from
female entrepreneurs who successfully entered the U.S.

Participate in peer-to-peer networking
events and educational webinars

Meet
1-on-1

Covering topics such as Establishing your U.S.
Presence, Scaling, Deﬁning Your Target Market,
and Fundraising.

With an experienced, successful U.S.-based mentor
to establish and work towards ﬁrm goals for growing
your company and expanding to the U.S. market.

APPLY NOW

Indicate interest in the mentorship network on your 2022 SelectUSA
Investment Summit application. Interested mentees are highly
encouraged to apply by May 6, 2022. While mentees can still apply
after this date, we cannot guarantee a spot in the 2022 cohort.

To connect with SelectUSA:
Support@Selectusa-Summit.com

www.selectusasummit.us

Please note: The Department of Commerce will continue to evaluate and expand our health safety protocols as medical recommendations evolve and will actively update our attendees leading up to the event.
We want to ensure SelectUSA continues to promote FDI in the safest manner possible. Therefore, proof of COVID-19 vaccination or proof of negative test will be required to attend. We will follow state and local
guidelines and recommendations by the CDC in regards to masks which are currently required in all spaces.

